Many thin-plate and thin-shell problems are set on plane reference domains with a curved boundary. Their approximation by conforming finite-element methods requires %?"-curved finite elements entirely compatible with the associated B'-rectilinear finite elements. In this contribution we introduce a g"-curved finite element compatible with the Ps-Argyris element, we study its approximation properties, and then, we use such an element to approximate the solution of thin-plate or thin-shell problems set on a plane-curved boundary domain. We prove the convergence and we get a priori asymptotic error estimates which show the very high degree of accuracy of the method. Moreover we obtain criteria to observe when choosing the numerical integration schemes in order to preserve the order of the error estimates obtained for exact integration.
Introduction
The use of the I',-Argyris finite element [l] for the approximation of thin-plate and thin-shell problems formulated on plane-polygonal domains R leads to numerical methods with a very high degree of accuracy: the error estimate in the energy norm is O(h4>, where h = sup, E Yh diam(K) where Yh denotes the triangulation of 0 [2, 5] . The aim of this contribution is to extend such properties to the case of thin-plate or thin-shell problems formulated on plane curved boundary domains. That means, we will have three different approximations to combine:
(i) the approximation of the displacement; (ii) the approximation which arises from the use of a numerical integration scheme; (iii) the approximation of the boundary ML Of course, the basic idea is to obtain criteria which give the same asymptotic error estimates for the three approximations, i.e., 0(h4) in the energy norm.
The results that we briefly describe hereafter are detailed in [3, 4] regarding mathematical aspects and in [6, 7] regarding the implementation and some numerical experiments.
Concerning the definition of curved finite elements and their numerical analysis, it is worth mentioning [14, for second-order problems and [12-14,20,21,24-281 for fourth-order problems. Let us also mention [10, 16, 18] where S!?"-curved finite elements are considered for which the finite-dimensional space is polynomial upon the curved current triangle T; but the analysis of the approximation due to the numerical integration seems to be out of reach with such a method.
Construction and interpolation properties of a @Y'-curved finite element
Let R be a plane domain of R2 with an orthonormal basis (0, e,, e,). We assume that the boundary r = ati is subdivided in a finite number of arcs which can be represented through
where the functions ,y, are assumed to be sufficiently smooth and such that (x;j2 + (x;j2 Z 0
This domain R is approximated by a domain 0,, as follows.
Exact triangulation of the domain 0
This one is realized as in the case of a polygonal domain. The main difference is that the triangles K,, with two vertices on the boundary, have two rectilinear sides and a curved third side located on the boundary.
The approximated domain fib
We realize a I',-Hermite interpolation of the curved sides ala2 of the triangles K, so that these triangles K, are replaced by triangles K (see Fig. 2 .1) and then the domain R is replaced by a domain a,,.
More precisely, given the following parameterization of the arc a1a2:
x, = $a(x^2), 0 GX, < 1, with $Ji2) =x,(; + (S -_s)+?*), (Y = 1, 2, (2.1) where c, cl, c2 denote constants > 0, independent of h,, which can change from one inequality to the next.
A curved finite element g'-compatible with the Argyris triangle
The Argyris triangle [l] uses P,-polynomials and its set of degrees of freedom includes the values of the function and the values of the first and second partial derivatives at the vertices, and the values of the normal derivatives at midsides, i.e., 21 degrees of freedom.
The connection between a curved element and an Argyris triangle will be realized along the rectilinear sides a3a1 or a3a2. In order to get a 'S"'-junction, (i) it is necessary that . along the sides a3a1 and a3u2 the degrees of freedom are the same as those of the Argyris triangle;
. the traces p I fa3a,l (respectively @/an3a I ~a,a,l>, cx = 1, 2, of the shape functions p are polynomials of degree 5 (respectively 41, entirely determined by the degrees of freedom related to the sides a3aol, (Y = 1, 2;
(ii) it is desirable for the approximation studies that the images fi =p 0 FK of the shape functions p are polynomials. In this way, we are led to use the basic finite element described on where cr is the orthogonal projection of a, on the side a3a2. Then we check that @/a$, I I~3ipl E P,, so that we have to use at least a basic finite element of degree 9. Moreover, the degrees of freedom of the E"-curved finite element are displayed on Fig. 2.3 ; they include the 21 degrees of freedom of the Argyris triangle plus ten internal degrees of freedom.
Given these prerequisites, let us describe how to construct the interpolating function S-~U of a smooth u upon the curved triangle K (four points).
Point 1. For the given function U, compute the values of the 31 degrees of freedom ZK (see Fig. 2.3) . . along the sides a^,a^,, ;,a^, and a^,&, we constrain the shape function to be a polynomial of degree 5 completely determined by the above values of the degrees of fteedom at the vertices. Then, we get the suitable twelve values of the shape function at nodes di, i = 1,. . . ,12;
. the knowledge of the shape function along the sides a^,;, and a^,a^, gives the values of its derivative along these sides at points fir and 6,. By adding the values of the images of the normal derivatives at points k1 and b, through the mapping FK (which are generally oblique derivatives at points h1 and b,), we obtain the suitable values of the normal derivative of the shape function at points 6, and h2; . along the sides a^,a^, and a^,a^, we constrain the normal derivatives of the shape function to be a polynomial of degree 4 completely determined by the associated values of the normal derivative of the shape function at the vertices and at the midside. Then we get the twelve missing values of the normal derivatives at nodes di, i = 1,. . . ,12.
Let us emphasize that this construction attributes a value at each degree of freedom of the basic finite element. These 55 values are only dependent on the 31 values of the degrees of freedom of the curved element, computed from the given function v.
Point 3. From this constrained set of 55 values of the degrees of freedom of the basic finite element (see Fig. 2.2) , we obtain the corresponding P,-interpolation function, say I?, which is just depending on the 31 values of the degrees of freedom of function v. where r,+ is the interpolating function given in (2.9).
Numerical tests of the interpolation properties
The implementation of this curved finite element is detailed in [6] where the reader can also find some numerical tests which prove the excellent interpolating properties. According to Theorem 2.2, we want to check that 
Approximation of thin-plate and thin-shell problems
Since our thin-shell equations give back the thin-plate equations when the middle surface of the shell is plane, we consider the case of a thin-shell problem and we will just mention the modifications that we have to do in the particular case of a plate.
Variational formulation of a thin-shell problem
We will consider the general thin-shell equations given by Koiter [19] . For this modeling, the middle surface S of the shell is defined as the image of a plane reference domain R through a regular mapping 4. Then, the problem can be formulated as follows and where the symmetrical matrix [A,,],,,,, takes into account the geometry of the shell and the mechanical characteristics of the material. Moreover, the data concern the case of a clamped shell which is loaded by a resultant of density p on S. More general boundary conditions and more general loadings can be considered as well. For subsequent analysis, it is interesting to assume the following. on a domain d I) fin, 4 E (E'"(6) )" f or any point 5 = ((l, t2> E 0. Likewise, we assume that the loading p E (@G>)3.
The discrete problem
By using the @'l-curved elements introduced in Section 2, we are going to extend to the general curved boundary reference domain R some previous results [2,5], valid for polygonal domains 0. Such an extension is very interesting since (i) in many practical situations, the reference domains 0 have curved boundaries (domes, junctions of shells,. . . , middle surfaces of plate problems,. . . 1;
(ii> it permits to develop a high-accuracy approximation method in these so common situations.
Domain fJA. According to Section 2.2, we consider the domain Oh which is such that 3i,= u K, where S, = Si U Fh2.
KEP-h
Triangulation 72 collects the rectilinear triangles while 7; collects the curved triangles with one curved side interpolating an arc of the boundary. Space V,. Set V, = V,, X V,, X V,,. The space V,, is constructed from the Argyris triangles for any K E Si and from the associated g"-curved elements for any K E 92; then we impose the clamped boundary conditions along an,. Likewise, V,, can be constructed from the same finite elements, or, by using the previous applications FK : K + K, we can define go-finite elements for any K E 7; and their associated G?"-curved elements for any KE Yh2; in both cases, we impose simply supported boundary conditions along aa,. Then, 
The discrete problem
To the forms (3.3) and (3.41, we associate the approximated forms 
KEY,, I=1

P-8)
Thanks to Hypotheses 3.3 and 3.4 the different terms of expressions (3.71, (3.8) make sense. Then the discrete problem can be formulated as follows:
Find Uh E vh such that ah( uh ) vh) =fh( "h), vvh E vha (3.9)
As usual, the guidelines for the study of convergence and obtaining error estimates are contained in the following abstract error estimate. 12 nodes (see [15,17,22,23]) . Scheme exact for PI4 . Suitable scheme with 42 nodes [17] Fig. 3.1. Approximation of the bending of a thin plate whose middle plane has a curved boundary (error estimates, required regularity on data and solution and criteria on the numerical integration scheme).
Abstract error estimate
Theorem 3.5. Let (3.9) be a family of discrete problems satisfying hypotheses (3..5), (3.6) and such that there exists a constant p > 0, independent of h, such that . AIJ E W4+=(fi) ; /it? E (W4f@))3, p 2 2 z E (P(q)2 x JP@) [15, 17, 22, 23] 42 nodes [17] and Co-curved associated element (Zi E 72) Fig. 3 .2. Approximation of thin shells for a reference domain with curved boundary (error estimates, required regularity on data and solution and criteria on the numerical integration scheme). In order to find an explicit estimate of the asymptotic error, we will take in (3.11) any extension C to the domain d of the solution U, and we will have to (i) check the property (3.10); (ii) evaluate the error interpolation term in (3.11); (iii) evaluate the consistency terms in (3.11). All these studies are detailed in [4] so that we just display the main results for plate and shell problems in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2.
